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1 URBAN PLAN
North Elevation
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i.TMI_INSTITUTE OF THE MOVING IMAGE
2017 M.Arch Thesis Studio - Professor Becca Cavell
Nathan Korol
Where do new ideas come from and how 
do they spread?
 I.TMI will exist as an engine of creative education 
for film and new media in a location that empowers it 
as both a gateway and a destination for the proposed 
Broadway Corridor Eco-District as well as the Protland 
Green Loop’s Northwest quadrant.  
 The institute’s cross-disciplinary pedagogy 
and active learning programming encourages 
exploration, investigation and curiosity through an 
aggregation of  expected and unexpected containers 
that shelter cultural memories, transitory exhibits, 
and serendipitous exchange. 
The Broadway Corridor site has great potential and opportunity to connect, 
regenerate and redene the crossroads between of Portland’s Pearl and 
Chinatown Districts. With such a large area in such a prominent location for 
the central city, this development has the ability and imperative to become 








The proposed urban design should uphold an ecological framework for connecting access to green space and the river, 
maximizing transit-oriented design through adjacency to Union Station and future rapid ride-sharing services, as well as 
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Post-Tensioned CLT Shear Cores
Glulam Columns




Glulam Curtain wall Glazing
Prefabricated Modular Wall Panels 
Permeable Roof Terrace 
Perforated Aluminum Screens 
Shear Performance Gravity Performance Enclosure Performance
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